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Abstract
For a finite separable extension K=F of fields of characteristic not 2, the norm of a sum
of 2n squares in K is a sum of 2n squares in F. We find explicit identities. © 2001 Elsevier
Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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0. Introduction
Let F be a field of characteristic not 2 and let K=F be a finite separable extension.
A special case of Scharlau’s Norm Principle [3, I 8.6] says that if  is a sum of 2n
squares in K, for some n, then NK=F ./ is a sum of 2n squares in F. The goal here
is to find explicit identities expressing NK=F ./ as a sum of 2n squares in F. This
was motivated by simple curiosity (the identities arose in [2]) and lead to the curious
result that division is required already for a sum of four squares.
1. Sums of two squares
Lemma 1.1. Let K=F be an extension of degree n and suppose −1 62 K2: Then for
z1; z2 2 K we have
NK=F .z
2
1 C z22/ D a21 C a22;
where a1 C a2i D NL=E.z1 C z2i/; for i D
p−1; L D K.i/ and E D F.i/;
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Proof. Set D D z1 C z2i 2 L. Then
NK=F .z
2
1 C z22/DNK=F .NL=K.D//
DNE=F .NL=E.D//
DNE=F .a1 C a2i/ D a21 C a22 : 
To get more explicit identities, we fix some notation. Let NF be an algebraic closure
of F. Suppose K=F is separable. Let 1; : : : ; n be the E-monomorphisms of L intoNF . Note that their restrictions give the F-monomorphisms of K into NF . For 0 6 s < 4
define As to be the sum of all products
1.zk1/2.zk2/    n.zkn/;
where the number of kj ’s equal to 2 is congruent to s mod 4. Note that each As
is in F.
Corollary 1.2. Let K=F be a separable field extension of degree n. Let z1; z2 2 K:
Then
NK=F .z
2
1 C z22/ D .A0 − A2/2 C .A1 − A3/2:
Proof. First suppose −1 62 K2. For D D z1 C z2i, where as before i D
p−1; L D
K.i/ and E D F.i/, we have
NL=E.D/D
Y
j .D/
D
Y
.j .z1/ C ij .z2//
D.A0 − A2/ C .A1 − A3/i:
Apply (1.1). The identity here is purely formal so that it also holds when −1 2
K2. 
Corollary 1.3. Let K=F be a finite Galois extension and let R  K be a ring in-
variant under the action of the Galois group. If u; v 2 R; then NK=F .u2 C v2/ D
a2 C b2 with a; b 2 R \ F .
Remark. If char F > m, then one can express each As in terms of norms and traces
of elements of K. Let Bm be the sum of all products 1.zk1/    n.zkn/ with m of the
kj ’s equal to 2. Note that As is the sum of Bm’s with m congruent to s mod 4. Let
rm 2 ZTx1; : : : ; xnU be the sum of all products of r distinct xj ’s. Then
Bm=NK=F .z1/ D rm.1.z2=z1/; : : : ; n.z2=z1//:
Define
tk.x1; : : : ; xn/ D
nX
iD1
zki :
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From the theory of symmetric polynomials we know there are Qk 2 ZTx1; : : : ; xnU
such that
rk.x1; : : : ; xn/ D 1
k
Qk.t1; : : : ; tn/:
For instance, r2 D .t21 − t2/=2 and r3 D .t31 − 3t1t2 C 2t3/=6. Now
tk.1.z2=z1/; : : : ; n.z1=z2// D trK=F ..z2=z1/k/;
Bm D NK=F .z1/
m
Qm.trK=F .u=v/; : : : ; trK=F .u=v/n/;
which expresses Bm, hence As , in terms of traces and norms.
2. Norms of sums of four squares
We fix some notation. Let K=F be a separable extension of degree n. Let z1; z2;
z3; z4 2 K . We seek an identity expressing NK=F .P z2i / as a sum of four squares
in F.
Let A denote the usual quaternion algebra over F. Let A be the units, c.A/ D
TA; AU the commutator subgroup and let NA D K ⊗ A the extension of A to K. Let
det V GLn.A/ ! A=c.A/ be the Dieudonné determinant (cf. [1]). Nrd will denote
the reduced norm of a central simple algebra (cf. [3]). Lastly, let  V NA ! Mn.A/ be
the matrix representation of left multiplication. More explicitly, ifB D fw1; : : : ; wng
is a basis for K over F, and x 2 NA, then the ith column of .x/ is the B-coordinate
vector of xwi .
Lemma 2.1. Let K=F be a separable extension of degree n and let z1; z2; z3; z4 be
elements of K. Then NK=F .
P
z2i / D
P
a2i ; where
D D z1 C iz2 C jz3 C kz4 2 NA;
det .D/ D a1 C a2i C a3j C a4k 2 A=c.A/:
Proof. We have
NK=F
X
z2i

DNK=F .Nrd NA=k.D//
DNrdA=F .det .D// by [3]
DNrdA=F .a1 C a2i C a3j C a4k/
D
X
a2i : 
It is not clear how to extend this trick to sums of eight squares. There is no good
notion of a determinant for a matrix with octonion entries.
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We can give a more explicit identity when TK V F U D 2 (the identities quickly
become unwieldy). Suppose K D F.pd/. Write zi D ui C vi
p
d, with ui; vi 2 F
and 1 6 i 6 4. Then D D  C pd; where
 D u1 C u2i C u3j C u4k;
 D v1 C v2i C v3j C v4k:
Then we have
.D/ D

 d
 

:
The Dieudonné determinant is computed by reducing the matrix. There are sever-
al choices, leading to several different identities. Perhaps the simplest comes from
reducing to
0 d − −1
 

:
Thus det .D/ D .−1 − d/. Set
S1 D Nrd./ C d  Nrd./ D
X
u2i C d
X
v2i ;
S2 D N − N C 2
X
uivi:
Note that
P
z2i D S1 C S2
p
d and that  N D S2 − Nrd./.
Corollary 2.2. Let K D F.pd/ and let zi 2 K for 1 6 i 6 4: Write P z2i D S1 C
S2
p
d: Then
NK=F
 4X
iD1
z2i
!
D
 4X
iD1
.uiS2 − viS1/2
!, 4X
iD1
v2i
!
;
where zi D ui C vi
p
d; for each i.
Proof. From above
NK=F
X
z2i

DNrd./.−1 − d/
D 1
Nrd./
Nrd. N − d  Nrd.//
D 1
Nrd./
Nrd.S2 − Nrd./ − d  Nrd.//
D 1
Nrd./
Nrd.S2 − S1/
D
 
1P
v2i
!X
.uiS2 − viS1/2: 
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3. Norms of sums of squares for quadratic extensions
The identity of (2.3) can be verified directly and the verification does not depend
on having a sum of four squares. Thus
Corollary 3.1. Let K D F.pd/ and let zi 2 K for 1 6 i 6 n: Write P z2i D S1 C
S2
p
d: Then
NK=F
 
nX
iD1
z2i
!
D
 
nX
iD1
.uiS2 − viS1/2
!, 
nX
iD1
v2i
!
;
where zi D ui C vi
p
d; for each i.
In particular, NK=F .
P
z2i / is a product of two sums of n squares in F.
The last statement of (3.1) is a slight improvement over Scharlau’s norm principle.
Note that the identity of (3.1) involves division while the identity for sums of two
squares (1.2) does not. This is surprising since in the identities for a product of 2k
squares division is not required until k > 4. We give an example to show the division
is necessary and not just a feature of our particular identity.
Example 3.1. Let F D Q.r; s; t/ and K D F.p7/. Let R D ZTr; s; t;p7U, which
is invariant under the action of Gal(K=F ). Let
u D 1 C sp7 and v D r C tp7:
We show that NK=F .1 C u2 C v2/ is not a sum of four squares in R \ F D ZTr; s; tU.
We sketch the proof. First, we have
NK=F .S/D.2 C 7s2 C r2 C 7t2/2 − 28.s C rt/2
D4 C 4r2 C 28t2 C 49s4 C 14r2s2 C 98s2t2
Cr4 − 14r2t2 C 49t4 − 56rst:
Suppose this can be written as the sum of four squares of the form
.air
2 C birs C cis2 C dirt C eist C fi t2 C gir C his C kit C li/2:
Set A D .a1; a2; a3; a4/ 2 Z4 and similarly for the other letters. Comparing coeffi-
cients yields equations such as A2 D 1; AB D 0, etc, using the standard inner prod-
uct. We can assume that A D .1; 0; 0; 0/. The coefficient of r2t2 yields 2AF C D2 D
−14. Then f1 6 −7. The t4 term gives F 2 D 49 so that f1 D −7 and hence F D
.−7; 0; 0; 0/ and D D 0.
There are now many cases to consider. In each case the goal is to determine C and
L and then use the following facts:
(i) A positive integer of the form 4a.8b − 1/ is not a sum of three squares in Z.
(ii) There do not exist v;w 2 Z3 such that v2 D 14; vw D 0 and w2 D 49.
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(iii) There do not exist v;w 2 Z4 such that v D .1;1;1;1/; vw D 0 and
w2 D 49.
Statement (i) is standard. For (ii) note that .v C w/2 D 63, contradicting (i). For
(iii) one must check each representation of 49 as a sum of four squares.
We will present an outline of the cases and the details of two typical ones. Begin
by setting V equal to the span (over Q) of A;B;C;K;L and setting W equal to the
span of E;G;H . Then V and W are orthogonal.
In the first case, suppose dim V D 1, so that V consists of multiples of A. Then
AB D AK D 0 implies B D K D 0. Then the equation from the r2s2 term, 2AC D
B2 D 14, gives c1 D 7 and so, as C2 D 49, we have C D .7; 0; 0; 0/. Next, L is a
multiple of A, so L D .l1; 0; 0; 0/. L2 D 4 yields l1 D 2. If L D .2; 0; 0; 0/, then
the coefficient of t2, namely 2FL C K2 computes to −28, while it should be 28.
Hence L D .−2; 0; 0; 0/. Then looking at the coefficients of s2 and r2s give H 2 D
−2CL D 28 and AH D 0. Thus h1 D 0 and h22 C h23 C h24 D 28, contradicting (i).
The subsequent cases are (2) dim V D 2 and B =D 0, (3) dim V D 2 and B D 0, (4)
dim W D 1 and H =D 0, (5) dim W D 1 and E D H D 0, all of which end in similar
contradictions. This leaves dim V D 3, dim W D 1, H D 0 and E =D 0. Then l1 =D 0
else K2 D 28 and AK D 0 which implies 28 is a sum of three squares, contrary to (i).
Further, l1 =D 2 else c1 D 0, which implies B2 D 14; BC D 0 and C2 D 49, con-
trary to (ii). Thus L D .1;1;1;1/. But LC D 0 and C2 D 49, contradicting
(iii). This completes the example.
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